
Manuf. Cart model  Stylus used  Mo/St/St.C. Output  Trk G 

 

BSR   

  TC8M     M  400mv/1.2cm-s   6-9  

  TC8H-1 TC8r (LP), TC8g(78) M  800mV/1.2cm-s 7-10 

  TC8H/2 see above  M  1.1V/1.2cm/s 

  TC8S  TC8S   ST  150mv 

X3H  ST8, 9, 10  M-SC  700mV/1.2cm-s 5-7     

  X3M  ST3/4   M-SC  350mV/1.2cm-s 4-6 

  X5H  ST8/9/10  M-SC  1v/1cm-s    5-9 

  X5M  ST12/14/15/19 M-SC  400mv/1cm-s     3-6 

  SX2H  ST3/4   ST  350mV/1.2cm/s  5-7 

  SX5H  ST12/14/15/19 ST  700mV? 

  SX5M  ST12/14/15/19 ST  500mV? 

  SX6M  ST12/14/15/19 ST  280mV/1cm-s    4-6 

  SX6H  ST12/14/15/19 ST  700mV/1cm-s    5-7 

  211  ST8/9/10  M-SC  460mV/1cm-s    4-6 

  C1  ST12/14/15/19 ST  110mv/1cm-s     2-6 

  SC5M  ST12/14/15/19 ST  100Mv     3-6  

  SC5H  ST12/14/15/19 ST  190mV    3-6 

  SC7M  ST16/17/20/21 ST  190mv?    2-6  

  SC11/12m ST16/17/20/21 ST  100mv     2-6 

  SC12H ST16/17/20/21 ST  190mV?    2-6 

 

ACOS 

  Hi-G     M  1V? 

  GP104  same   ST  100mV/1cm-s.   3-4  

  GP91-1SC same   M-SC  200mV 

  GP91-2SC    M-SC  360mV 

  GP91-3SC    M-SC  630mV 

  GP93     ST  280mV 

  GP95     ST  280mV 

  GP92SC    M-SC  140mV 

  GP94-1, 96-1    ST  100mV 

  GP94, GP95    ST  50mV 

 

SONOTONE/garrard 

 

  9TA  9TA, 9TAHC  ST  200mV 

  9TAHC 9TAHC  ST  70mV/1cm-s    2-4 

  8T     ST  300mV 

  3509     ST  140mV 

  GCS36/2509 GDD1, GSS1 etc ST  

  PXM1H GDD1, GSS1  m-sc  300mv? 

 

RONETTE 

  105  SA-75/100(Lp) /SA-250 (78) ST  250mV     3-6 

  BF40  SA-75/SA-100      ST  180mV     5-7 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

te from: GP49 on July 24, 2009, 03:12:04 PM 

There were several different Sonotone 9 series bodies that I know of.  The standard 9TA 

was the lower-compliance version (specification: 5.5 x 10-6 cm/Dyne).  I tried it in a 

Dual 1009 once (it's still at my Mom's house, I have to remember to recover it, some 

Garrards and a Dynaco SCA-35/FM-3 tube system!) and found it tracking well at 3 

grams and up (Sonotone claimed 2 grams).  The 9TAHC, introduced 1964 or so, was 

the high-compliance model (15 x 10-6 cm/Dyne).  It tracked well at 2 grams (Sonotone 

claimed 1.5 grams).   Its specified output was half that of the standard 9TA.  As a whole 

the Sonotone 9 series were the best of the "conventional" ceramic cartridges I ever 

encountered. 

 

The styli for the 9 series first came in a solid plastic grip with cantilever attached.  

Shortly after the introduction of the 9TA, Sonotone changed the stylus to a "Sono-Flex" 

version with the cantilever attached via a flexible rubber bushing.  You could actually 

flex the cantilever backwards in its rubber bushing and not damage it.  The REAL 

reason, I was told later by an ex-Sonotone sales representative, was the 9TAHC version, 

whose ceramic elements were more flexible than the standard ones and which didn't 

work properly with the original, non-rubber bushed stylus...the stiffness of the stylus 

would permanently deform the ceramic elements over time.  When the "Sono-Flex" 

variant was introduced, all the cartridges were equipped with it from the factory and the 

model designations gained the letter "F":  9TAF, 9TAFHC.  The lettering embossed in 

the cartridge bodies never changed: they still said "9TA" and "9TAHC".   

http://www.lencoheaven.net/forum/index.php?topic=1182.msg15079#msg15079


 

Styli and cartridges in the 9 series were available with LP/78 sapphire tips (suffix -S, 

hence 9TAF-S); LP diamond/78 sapphire (suffix -SD, hence 9TAF-SD); and LP 

diamond/LP sapphire (suffix -D77, so 9TAF-D77; the 9TAFHC versions were only sold 

with this one, hence 9TAFHC-D77). 

 

The Sonotone "Velocitone" was the 9TAHC body and "Sono-Flex" stylus, with two 

plug-in adapters so it could operate into stereo phono inputs designed for magnetic 

cartridges.  Sonotone was attempting to compete in the high-fidelity field by then, with 

advantage over magnetic cartridges being immunity to hum and ruggedness.  The 

Velocitone was sold only with the LP diamond/LP sapphire stylus and was designated 

9TAF-D77V...'V' for Velocitone.   There was a Sonotone 9 Mark IV (1965); I couldn't 

see anything different about it from the 9TAHC and mine came in a body still marked 

"9TAHC."  The last development in the line was the Sonotone 100T, also sold as 

Velocitone Mk V.  It was supposed to be a further-refined version of the 9TAHC Mark 

IV but I never saw or played one. 

 

I put the 9TAF-S in a V-M record changer to upgrade a wooden-cabinet phonograph 

(warning: BROWN!) that my younger sisters had.  The volume had to be turned up 

higher, because it replaced a VACO crystal cartridge, but the Sonotone tracked audibly 

better and sounded better through the phono's built-in eight-inch whizzer cone 

loudspeaker.  As far as I know, that set still exists, probably in the same storage room 

where the aforementioned Dual 1009, Garrards, and Dynaco system reside.  I remember 

that the 9TAF-SD with diamond LP stylus cost several dollars more than the 9TAF-S 

with sapphire; while a replacement diamond LP/sapphire 78 cost $1.66 at Lafayette 

Radio.  There was no audible difference among the styli and a quickie inspection with 

the toy microscope I had, showed the diamond tips to look just as good.  So it was a no-

brainer to save a couple of bucks by buying the cheap 9TAF-S and the Lafayette 

replacement stylus; and throw out the sapphire LP stylus.   

 

My 9TAFHC-D77 (minus the Velocitone adapters, they weren't in the junk box I 

raided) is still here, in the "spare cartridges" box. 

 

 

Silicone grease was first used in the mono Sonotones.  The ceramic elements were 

clamped onto gold-plated contacts at the far end from the stylus and the grease was 

intended to damp resonances in those ceramic elements.  I think it was still used in the 9 

series; performance of the 9TAHC Mark IV version seems to suggest a change in the 

damping to smooth out high frequency response, which by then went just about as high 

as competing magnetic cartridges.  I wonder if instability in early silicones caused the 

material to break down or lose viscosity; or if yours was subjected to high temperatures, 

causing the silicone to break down.   

 

The Sonotone 8 was, indeed, an adaptation of the Sonotone 3 mono cartridge design, 

with two ceramic elements mounted at 45-degree angles matching the stereo groove 

modulations, instead of a single one matching horizontal modulations. 

 

 


